PROFESSIONAL DIVER TRAINING

Students studying for a degree in Environmental Science, Ocean Science, Ocean Exploration, Marine Biology and Civil Engineering/Coastal Engineering have the opportunity to undertake a Health and Safety Executive (HSE) Professional SCUBA diver training course at the Marine Station*. Upon successful completion of this course you have the chance to complete a Diving Module in your second year, applying the skills learned as part of your diver training. There is also the opportunity for group and individual research projects throughout the 2nd and 3rd year of your academic studies. *Limited places, a personal drysuit and an additional fee

HSE Diving Medical

Recreational Diving Qualification: BSAC Ocean Diver or equivalent

HSE First Aid at Work and Oxygen Administration Qualifications

Aptitude Test: in-water confidence, swimming ability and SCUBA skills

Recreational Diving Experience: Minimum of 5 non-training dives in UK waters using a drysuit

University Delivered

4 week HSE SCUBA Course, Summer (Post stage 1) Courses in June, July, August and September, 14 places each

Additional Fees apply